Champion Aerospace is a leading global designer and vertically-integrated producer of aircraft ignition system technology and airframe power solutions for use on nearly all military aircraft.

Aero Precision is Champion Aerospace’s exclusive aftermarket stocking distributor to the international military market for ignition components in engines and APUs. Aero Precision is also the premier supplier of TRUs & UPSs power solutions.

**IGNITION SYSTEMS**

- Advanced glass and mechanical sealing
- Components designed to minimize heat flow
- Designs incorporate features and materials for extended life—up to 5,000 cycles
- Use of specialized materials, platings and coatings to optimize survivability

**POWERING THE SKIES**

**TRANSFORMER RECTIFIER UNITS**

- Low Ripple Voltage
- High Efficiency
- Highest Reliability
- Transient Voltage Surge Suppression

**UNINTERRUPTIBLE POWER SUPPLIES**

- Eliminates power loss due to bus transfers
- Protects against catastrophic transient voltage spikes
- Continuous, stabilized power during load induced voltage sags

TRUs & UPSs  CUSTOM OPTIONS AVAILABLE  CAGE CODE OAFL4